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A Collaborative Strategy for Organizational Survival 

Teaching Note 

Organizations across all sectors continuously emerge, evolve, and cease to exist.     

Entrepreneurs propose new ideas, members join and leave, products and services ebb and flow, 

and resources accumulate and are spent.  However, much of what is known about these      

processes stems from systematic study of private, market-focused corporations and captures 

organizational birth in resource-rich competitive environments.  Subsequent boundary      

formation and internal organizational clarity occurs under stakeholder demands, resource 

availability, and institutional norms.1  While many of these processes apply to organizations of 

all types, leaders involved with the start-up of new public organizations face a unique set of 

challenges.  Stakeholders include elected officials, service clients, and the general public;      

performance measures extend beyond the financial bottom line; authority mechanisms trend 

towards hierarchal and political; expectations of accountability include the public interest; and, 

a wide range of public laws place legal constraints on personnel management and other agency 

actions.2  Taking into account these differences, new public organizations do not seek survival 

in a competitive market environment as much as they seek to “institutionalize” themselves 

within government structures.3  As a result, a primary concern of leaders of new public      
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organizations is the rapid gain of legitimacy in the eyes of key stakeholders unique to the    

public sector.  By making strategic decisions that lead to increased validity, these leaders    

increase the probability that the organization obtains the political and financial resources it  

requires to continue operations. 

Part A of this case describes the challenges faced by Kirk Emerson, newly appointed     

director of the U.S. Institute for Environmental Conflict Resolution (USIECER).  Students are 

put in her shoes and asked how they would “grow” a new federal organization with a mandate 

to collaborate.   At the end of Part A, students are asked to take fifteen minutes to write down 

their initial plans for addressing the USIECR’s strategic management challenges and to share 

them with the class. 

Part B describes what Kirk Emerson and the USICER leadership team actually did.  At 

the end of Part B, students are asked to discuss the following questions: 

1) What role did the authorization statute play in limiting or enabling collaborative

behaviors by members of the USIECR leadership team?

2) Which challenges faced by the USIECR leadership team did collaborative strategies

most effectively address?  Which challenges were not addressed as effectively?

3) Who were the key stakeholders from whom the USIECR had to gain legitimacy?  Which

set of stakeholders seemed to be easiest to engage collaboratively?  Which set of

stakeholders seemed to be most difficult to engage collaboratively?  Why?

4) Organizational self-interest and collaborative strategy often conflict, especially in the

start up of new public organizations.  How did the USIECR leadership team moderate

this tension?  How have you seen these tensions manifest in public organizations of your

experience?

5) What do you think were the primary drivers of collaborative management strategies for

the USIECR leadership team?

6) How might the experience of the USIECR apply to the establishment of a much larger

public organization, such as the Department of Homeland Security?  What might be

some limitations?




